


SYNOPSIS

TITLE:   What Tha Hell
GENRE:  Comedy
RATING: Rated R (viloence, Language, Sexual Reference)

The Turners are an ordinary middle class family of eight (Father, Mother & 6 kids). As
the family celebrate two of their oldest kids (Devin & Jordan) moving out of the house,
the parents talk to them about learning how to expect the unexpected moments that life
will throw at them. Those moments are what they call…”What Tha Hell moments”. As
the talk begins, Devin & Jordan as young adults are too arrogant to believe that life will
ever catch them off guard. But as the Parent’s and Uncle continue to share their
Hilarious “What Tha Hell” moments they begin to get apprehensive.
Their level of apprehension decreased after finding out their cousins are also moving
out of their parents house and into the same city as them. So let the fun begin as they
engage in erratic behavior that will put you on edge with laughter.
Devin (Confident but Arrogant), Jordan (eccentric fun, innocent & grounded), Daevion
(Ladies Man, Confident & Smooth) & Charles (Mischievous & do things for a thrill)
They all get together and go out to the club where Devin is Captivated by the beautiful
woman named Persia. Little does he know, that beautiful, spicy lady known as Persia
has had a one night stand with his cousin, Daevion. But in the beginning it really doesn’t
matter much to Devin because as a single guy that just moved out of his parents house,
he wasn’t interested in a relationship….he was interested in sex. Well, that’s until
Persia’s Mom snatched him up! The strong, protective mom had seen too much of
Devin…..”literally” and she had enough! She hilariously scared Devin into having an out
of body experience, which causes him to change his perspective & desire for Persia.
Devin’s Arrogant ass didn’t learn to expect the unexpected as he encounters a lot of
“What Tha Hell'' moments.



ABOUT US
GOTACH FILMS Productions is a professional film production &
distribution company with a passion to entertain the world through
movies. Our goal is to biring excitement and thrills with our action 
films, touch hearts with our Dramady films and heal hearts from 
laughter with our comedy films. We offer experienced & capativation
storytelling, creative writing and innovative filmmaking that will make
you a lifetime fan.

SUCCESS IS IN COLLABORATION
 WHAT THA HELL movie project is expected to be 
a BIG SUCCESS both Nationally & Internationally.
We combined both upcoming local and celebrity 

comedians along with great actors to tell a funny,
hilarious story. We have also collabroated with 
upcoming local and a celebrity music artist to 

create a soundtrack for the movie.

MARKETING & ADVERTISING
Our marketing plan will include, television commercials, radio, social

media, billboards, and more. The phrase “What Tha Hell” is 
destined to trend across America. How do we Know? Because 

we just accomplished this goal on a local level. We released 
an action film titled “Black Sai”... and tickets went on sale 
July14th at XSCAPE THEATERS...4 days later, July18th the 

240 SEAT theater was 
SOLD OUT!!


